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Scop e of athletics survey unique, according to commission chairman

By Michael Masson
SIU-C

Questionnaires designed to gather opinions about the scope of athletics in the future will be distributed by a special state official's commission director. Dr. Reza Pahlavi, according to SIU-C staff members who would provide surveys. Director of Conservation.
Professor William Har denbergh, instructor of Middle Eastern politics, said, "I have believed there was a slight reason for hope for the hostages now because of the return of the Shah was no longer an issue," but added that the Iranian demands for release of the hostages involved more than the return of the ousted monarch.

Hardenbergh said he believed there were indications that the situation in Iran was shifting in favor of the Americans because of internal political concerns. However, he added, "There is no reason for us to withdraw quietly from these issues."

Among the issues the commission confronts are the role of women's athletics, which were much smaller in size. Women's athletics, whether done similar polls, but tax. The commission faces the role of the University in shit athletics program should remain unchanged, contributing to a formidable surge to generate controversy.

"You must remember we have been an athletics culture for generations in this country," he said, "It is not impossible for us to withdraw quietly from these issues."

By Tony Gordon
Staff Writer

The American hostages in Iran will see little or no direct effect on their plight if the death of Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, according to SIU-C staff members who follow Iranian politics closely.

Hardenbergh, professor of Middle Eastern politics, said, "I have believed there was a slight reason for hope for the hostages now because of the return of the Shah was no longer an issue," but added that the Iranian demands for release of the hostages involved more than the return of the ousted monarch.

"There is no reason for us to withdraw quietly from these issues," Hardenbergh said. "There is no reason for us to withdraw quietly from these issues."

He added that several other pieces of research are being done for the commission.

The survey "is just a form of gathering data," Hardenbergh said. "It will add to the knowledge and background of the commission."

The formation was commissioned in February in response to acting President Hiram Lesar. The 15 members were charged with advising the governor about the type of intercollegiate athletics program SIU-C should pursue in the 1980s.

The group will issue its recommendations in a final report sometime between Oct. 1 and Nov. 15, King said.

King acknowledged the task facing the commission as formidable. "It is a task for us to undertake," King said, "It is a task for us to undertake." We called the Shah to the return of the hostages have been submerged. "I have believed there was a slight reason for hope for the hostages now because of the return of the Shah was no longer an issue," but added that the Iranian demands for release of the hostages involved more than the return of the ousted monarch.

Hardenbergh said he believed there were indications that the situation in Iran was shifting in favor of the Americans because of internal political concerns. However, he added, "There is no reason for us to withdraw quietly from these issues."

Among the issues the commission confronts are the role of women's athletics, which were much smaller in size. Women's athletics, whether have done similar polls, but tax. The commission faces the role of the University in shit athletics program should remain unchanged, contributing to a formidable surge to generate controversy. **Gus Bode

Gus says it'd be ide if the money was already out of Iran. The Shah may not change the money, but the money, the Shah escaped with may prove to be much lower than some estimates that have been made.**

Party loyalty waning, state official says

By Andrew Zinner
Staff Writer

The health of the two-party system is declining and it's mainly because of the parties' diminishing power to provide patronage jobs for their supporters, according to the director of the Illinois Department of Conservation.

"The kind of party as we know it now will disappear because of the increased use of the merit system," said David Kenney, former professor of political science at SIU-C. The merit system makes loyalty to a party useless, he said during a speech at Morris Library Monday night as part of the annual Taft Seminar.

Kenney said loyalty among party supporters is waning and that party organization is disintegrating. Respect for the party is not as great as it once was due to the rise of public employee unions and the long series of court decisions concerning collective bargaining, Kenney maintained.

Another driving force against party loyalty, according to the director, is the greater independence within the political system, where people are more independent of their own resources and personalities rather than the party apparatus, Kenney said. "We perceived lack of vitality makes candidates proceed more independently of the party label," Kenney said. He gave as examples Sen. Charles Percy, Gov. James Thompson and former governor Dan Walker, all of whom refused to use personal staffs and resources.

The party influence is also decreasing in the General Assembly, according to Kenney. He said that legislators are also more independent of the traditional leadership in the House and Senate, and added that the leaders of each party are not as close as they once were.

"They are now personal scrambles for leadership positions, whereas in the past the parties have sort of plastered onto each other," Kenney said.

Kenney speculated on the future of state revenues and expenditures during the 1980s, saying that "there is no reason for a general tax increase in the next decade." He said that the initiation of the state income tax in 1969 was necessary because of the increase in students flooding the public schools as a result of the post-World War II baby boom. Also, greater state employment called for increased government costs, as well as increases in the welfare system which resulted in a boom of state courts.

There are two exceptions to this prediction, according to Kenney. One is that a gas tax increase is inevitable, he said, because of the great need for..."
Six arrested on drug charges

By Tony Gordon
Staff Writer

Six persons were arrested Monday morning on warrants charging them with the sale or delivery of cocaine to agents of the Southern Illinois Enforcement Group.

Five of the group were taken into custody in a series of pre­ dawn raids by Jackson County Sheriff's deputies and Mur­ physboro and De Soto police. Another was arrested shortly before the raids.

The arrests came as a result of investigation into the sale of controlled substances in Jackson County by SIEG agents who were charged that the defendants had sold or exchanged 13 drug-related offenses over several months.

Maurice C. Beams, of De Soto, charged with one count of delivery of a controlled substance, Robert Miles, De Soto, charged with two counts of delivery of a controlled substance and one count of illegal sale of a hypodermic and needles, and Arthur Lively, Murphysboro, on one count of delivery of a controlled substance.

The De Soto minors were also arrested in connection with the case and their names were not released by police.

Debbie Schoenberger, of De Soto, and Vassistia, of Mur­ physboro, also were arrested in connection with the sale of cocaine for $90 per gram to undercover SIEG agents.

Democrats looking for alternatives to current presidential candidates

WASHINGTON (AP)—Rep. Paul Simon, D-Carbondale, said Monday he would be "very pleased" to see either Vice President Walter Mondale or Secretary of State Edmund Muskie as the Democratic candidate for president.

Simon said in a telephone interview that among Democrats in Congress now, "the sentiment is over­whelming" for Mondale or Muskie. But only "if we can do it without too much bloodlet­ ting" in the party.

Simon’s statement came in the wake of Democratic lawmakers who have been meeting here in a move to bring about a so-called open convention that might turn to someone besides Carter or Kennedy. Some are believed worried about their re-election chances if the ticket is headed by Carter, who has enough delegates to get the nomination but trails Ronald Reagan in the polls.

Even if Reagan rolled over Carter, most politicians doubt any Democratic congressmen would switch to him in Illinois, a ticket-splitting state in which recent Republican gains in the 10th and 22nd districts have been barely whittled down by their base support. But Simon, speaking tactfully short of saying Carter should be dumped, made it clear that he still would like to see someone else head the ticket.

Simon, who lost a race for delegate in his Carter-oriented 24th District after endorsing Kennedy, echoed the view of most Democrats in saying the senator’s chances for getting the nomination are now remote.

"I would be very pleased to have Muskie or Simon as a candidate," Simon said. He thinks the chances are "three out of four" that Carter will win the nomination at the Democratic National Con­ vention next month on the strength of his surplus of 300 delegates.

DON'T GO HOME without stopping at Blum's

Where all summer merchandise is

30%-60% off

Blum's

901 S. Ill. Ave.
M-S 9:30-5:30

The American Tap
QUARTER BEERS
On Special All Day & Night
70¢

The American Tap
70¢
Speedrails
Pitchers
$1.50
Two-party system faces declining loyalty within

A St. Louis man thought his semi truck would be safe if he left it running in the parking lot of the Golden Bear Restaurant, 206 S. Wall, while he went inside to take a break early Monday morning. He was wrong.

Carbondale police said Williford Owens pulled in at the Golden Bear about 1:25 a.m. and left his truck running in the parking lot while he went inside. When he returned, at 1:10 minutes later, the truck had been stolen.

The operator’s skills, as well as his identity, are now under question since the police found it smashed into a utility pole and deserted.

(continued on Page 1)

Petition puts Anderson on Illinois ballot

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — John B. Anderson supporters filed a three-foot-long petition Monday with more than 147,000 signatures to put the independent presidential candidate on the November ballot in his home state.

Anderson said from Washington that he was "especially pleased" by the campaign effort in Illinois, and predicted voters would support a "moderate" candidate for president.

"I have more than 100 years since a moderate from Illinois was in the White House," Anderson said.

Ex-police aided in McDuffie case

MIAMI (AP) — A federal grand jury today indicted an ex-police officer who testified under state immunity in the trial of four former officers charged in the death of black businessman Arthur McDuffie.

The indictment of Charles Yeverson on four civil rights charges constituted the first charges handed up by the grand jury investigating the case in which the four officers were acquitted by a jury in Tampa.

The four former Dade County officers, all white, were found innocent May 17 by an all-white jury.

Recession triggers drop in productivity

WASHINGTON (AP) — Productivity fell at a steep 3.1 percent annual rate during the second quarter this year, as the recession triggered a record drop in economic output, the government reported Monday.

The spring productivity drop marked the sixth straight quarter that the rate of economic efficiency registered a decline, the longest such string since the 1974-75 recession, the Labor Department said.

Home winterizing funds on the way

By Mary Harmon Staff Writer

Sixty-eight Jackson County homeowners will receive federal assistance this winter for weatherizing their homes to conserve energy.

Carroll Scott, director of the Northeast Community Development Congress, said families meeting income limits will receive federal guidelines will be eligible for up to $400 to winterize their homes.

Despite Scott was unable to specify the total amount of the grant, he said it would be enough to insulate 78 homes.

The grant will arrive in two installments from the Department of Commerce and Community Affairs.

Eligibility guidelines, established by the federal guidelines, will determine homeowners to have an annual income of $4,738 and couples to make a yearly salary of $6,263.

Scott said the Community Action Agency, which runs the Northeast Congress, has not received the funds yet, but that the agency is "going ahead with the program."

Applications for the winterizing funds are sléady being accepted, she said, and a waiting list is being compiled for those applicants awaiting further eligibility assessments by the agency.

The $400 in federal assistance will be granted to families on a "first come, first served" basis, Scott said.

Interested persons should contact the Northeast Congress "as soon as possible, she said.
Aspen sure beats those conventions

By Rep. Paul Simon

The candidacy of Congressman Jerry Voorhis and the present apparent ability to carry about nine states is certain. It is true the race might yet happen if one received a majority in either body, which in turn would end up with three or two to no. It is a certainty that the electoral college will not split, and the choice of the voters in either case will be the House.

But in the event, let us say, that the House does split, 250 votes are secured about 40 percent of the popular vote and Anderson would be out. He is not. He will get 250 votes and be presented to the House. The House will have the same problem as the voters, especially if the Sun becomes the national ticket, might be politically difficult for many Northern Sun voters to vote for Carter and Reagan. The Sun voters for either Mr. Ford or Mr. Anderson will get the vote, and the Sun voters will get the same as the other voters.

It is possible that the Democratic electors in the electoral college could then join and make that decision the new president. The Sun could declare that with the same who would get to the House and Mondale and Udall because Mondale is universally respected in the House, as the House would have the same decision to make, and the same problem would arise.

A tip of the hat to the editor.

I am outraged! How can these assorted rock and roll sultanes vote for the candidate of the people who knows they are not? I am sure the people of the Sun would love to vote for Carter and Reagan. The Sun voters for either Mr. Ford or Mr. Anderson will get the vote, and the Sun voters will get the same as the other voters.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

You think, well, you know, I don’t care if I’m wrong. I don’t care if I’m right. I don’t care if I’m here. I don’t care if I’m there. (20)

I thought you said there wasn’t any virtue in getting shot at your enemies. (19)

I thought you said there wasn’t any virtue in getting shot at your enemies. (20)

The election was to be held

If the election were to be held today, the result would be

If it is not being held today and probably the Anderson candidacy will continue its strength in several states, then we may face a most unusual situation.

If the election were to be held today, it is not likely, however, that the House would face a choice between Carter, Reagan and Anderson. The matter will either be settled in the electoral college or the House will face a choice between Carter, Reagan and —
LONDON (AP) — Two major airlines launched a trans-Atlantic fare war Monday, undercutting each other repeatedly in a battle that already has driven the cheapest one-way London-New York ticket down to $196.

The fare reductions, subject to government approval, undercut Sir Freddie Laker's low-cost Skytrain, and a new round of fare-slaying appeared likely as the carriers tried to hustle business in a dwindling market.

"Fares over the past five years have got out of hand," TWA vice-president Neil Effman told reporters here. "We want to simplify the fares structure and bring it down to a reasonable level."

TWA earlier trimmed its off-peak standby fare from $218.04 to $197 after British Airways announced it was lowering its one-way London-New York standby from $229.89 to $199.08.

But the British flag carrier struck back Monday by knocking its price down further to $196, the cheapest fare between the two cities.

"It's not a game," BA spokeswoman Diane Kane told The Associated Press. "We expected other airlines to follow our first announcement and we said we'd be prepared to undercut them yet again." We certainly hope to catch a lot of the standby market."

Standby seats generally are those not taken by reserved-seat passengers, and are offered on a first-come, first-served basis.

Effman hit back, pledging TWA is "not going to be in the marketplace with higher fares than anyone else." Both airlines also are cutting fares between London and other major U.S. cities and lowering fares on Advance Purchase tickets.

Civil aviation officials have noted in recent weeks that trans-Atlantic business is falling off, mainly because of the recession in the U.S. and the dollar's sinking value abroad. According to some estimates, the number of empty seats is so high it is the equivalent of 17 empty 400-seat jumbo jets crossing the Atlantic daily. Thirteen airlines fly that route.

Within hours of the two majors' announcements, the increasingly ambitious World Airways, the U.S. carrier that last month launched a London-Boston route with onward flights to Newark, N.J., and Baltimore, Md., announced new fares.

Airlines cut rates to fight fare war

You Are Cordially Invited to Become A Meis Charge Customer

SIMPLY FILL OUT THIS FORM, DROP IT BY OUR BOOTH IN UNIVERSITY MALL

Name________________________ University Mall  
Address__________________  
City, State Zip__________

Phone______________

signature date

signature of spouse if joint account

Employer______________________

Position________ How Long______

Credit References/Charge Cards________________________

Type Account [] 30 day [] 90 day [] Meis Revolving Charge

mail to: Meis, University Mall, Carbondale, Ill. 62901

Meis offers you three convenient credit plans:

30 DAY ACCOUNT—Balance payable within 30 days of billing date. No finance charge on current accounts!

90 DAY BUDGET ACCOUNT—Pay 1/3 of your balance within 90 days of billing date for each of three months. No finance charge on current balance.

MEIS REVOLVING CHARGE (MRC)—Pay a small portion of your monthly balance within thirty days of billing date. A FINANCE CHARGE 1 1/2% per month (ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE 18%) will be charged on the unpaid balance.

A Family Fashion Department Store is Opening Thursday, August 7th, in University Mall, Carbondale.
Free School to begin charging

By Andy Strand
Staff Writer

There will no longer be a Free School at SIU-C. The Free School has been renamed the New Horizons Program and will probably have an associate rate of $1 and $2 for each class that they take according to Joanne Grauneman, Assistant Professor of Journalism. Grauneman is also the editor of the Daily Egyptian for fall semester.

Koszczuk named fall DE editor

Jacqui Koszczuk, senior in journalism, has been selected editor of the Daily Egyptian for fall semester. Koszczuk, 22, has been an administration and general assignments reporter for the DE for four semesters.

Koszczuk said she will emphasize "accuracy and balance" in DE coverage in the fall.

"I'd like to see the DE have a sound reputation for being consistently accurate. And when we tell a story, we'll tell all sides of the story," Koszczuk said.

Although campus news will be emphasized in the fall, Koszczuk said she will also strive for a thorough account of the upcoming classes.

"During the election in the fall, we will provide the most complete coverage of local politics as is possible," Koszczuk said.

Koszczuk said she will try to make the paper as accessible as possible to the campus community.

"I'd like to hear ideas from people on campus as to what they'd like to see done with their campus newspaper," Koszczuk said.

Koszczuk said she will also encourage people to use the editorial page for responses to DE coverage.

"I'd like to see people make more use of the editorial page. When people have information to add about the type of things we run or have opinions and suggestions, I'd encourage them to write a letter to the editor," Koszczuk said. "We'll run as many letters as we can.

Koszczuk said she plans to expand the paper's coverage of campus issues and activities.

"I'd like to see a more thorough coverage of campus. I think the individual colleges and schools should get better coverage," Koszczuk said.

Koszczuk said she would also plan for "more personality profiles of those individuals who are vital to the University, yet do not appear in the news every day."

Koszczuk, who will complete her degree requirements at the end of the summer semester, plans to take additional classes during the fall. When she leaves SIU-C, Koszczuk said she plans to specialize in court coverage.

Koszczuk, who also has a minor in French, said she hopes to work overseas as a reporter.

Lenore Sobota, a third-year law student at SIU-C, will be Koszczuk's associate editor. Sobota, 25, was editor of the DE during spring semester 1980, and plans to work in journalism when she completes her law studies.

Although the schedule of classes has not yet been made over 50 classes will be offered this fall, compared to 26 last spring, Grauneman said. The tentative schedule includes classes in photography, clowning, magic, dancing, home repair, cooking, palm reading, juggling and musical instrument lessons.

New Horizons, which is sponsored by the Student Programming Committee, is looking for instructors to teach the classes. Grauneman said, although most of the instructors will not be paid. People with knowledge in almost any area can teach that skill. She said

"If someone comes up with a good idea for a class, we will use it," Grauneman said.

The only prerequisite for an instructor is that they must be screened by the SPC for expertise and teaching style before they may teach.

Most of the classes will be held in the Student Center. Although some classes, such as the cooking class, will be elsewhere.

"As we expand, we will be using the classrooms on campus," she said.
Alice Cooper coming to River Fest

The Mississippi River Fest on the SIU-C campus has announced a cancellation and an addition to their 1980 summer concert schedule. The Rossington Collins Band concert scheduled for Wednesday has been cancelled due to transportation scheduling problems and will not be rescheduled. Refunds for tickets already purchased may be obtained by returning them to the MRF box office in Edwardsville.

Oklahoma matinee added for Sunday

Summer Playhouse '80 has announced that by popular demand, a special matinee performance of Oklahoma will be shown at 2 p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 3. The specially scheduled run of the familiar Rodgers and Hammerstein musical will be held at the University Theater, in the SIUE Communications Building. Tickets are priced at $4 for students and senior citizens and $5 for the public and are available at the Theater Box Office.

Oklahoma Special Matinee Aug. 3 2 pm.

July 31, Aug. 1-3 8:00 p.m.

Box Office
9-4 Weekdays
12-4 Saturdays
Information 453-3001
**Growth potential of Southern Illinois ‘fantastic,’ economic developer says**

By Randy Rogalski
Staff Writer

From the first economics lesson as a Kentucky teenager managing a small patch of pole beans, to the present as president of Southern Illinois Independent Association of Business, Joe Bennett has always been concerned with breaking new ground.

Leading an organization dedicated to coordinated economic development of 36 Southern Illinois counties, Bennett now tries to break ground to industrialize a largely non-industrialized area. Although he anticipates "a tremendous challenge," he said the growth potential of Southern Illinois is "fantastic."

"Southern Illinois has lagged behind in economic development," Bennett said in an interview at SIU headquarters in Energy. "But this has given us a freedom from the problems faced by other areas which have reached their peak and are now in decline."

"While they face many in­cumbences in rebuilding, we are free to take knowledge from their experiences and apply it to our own growth." As president of the Cairo Chamber of Commerce in 1973, Bennett said he "realized that communities either grow together economically, or they don’t grow at all."

He became a board director the following year and was elected the organization’s president five years later.

A manager at Illinois Bell Telephone Co., Bennett recruited volunteers about 40 hours each month to the non-profit organization. "I feel society has been good to us and deserves our best in return," he said.

"I believe he did, when I joined the group, that SIU can be the bond between Southern Illinois communities."

Among the accomplishments since its incorporation in 1968, SIU has been influential in attracting new manufacturing industries to the area; developing Crab Orchard and Little Gassy lakes; assisting Rend Lake and Big Muddy River Basin improvement projects; and converting SIU Normal to SIU-C.

"We have limited resources in one sense," Bennett said. "On the other hand, I am not sure we realize our potential. Or real potential is in our ability to develop a consensus from representatives of business, labor education and government on the issues affecting our community."" Bennett said it is especially important that government officials "understand the other three legs of the stool." He said business is overburdened by government regulations and must realize that its role is to facilitate economic growth rather than dominate state and local economies.

"Business is beginning to be mummified by red tape," he said. "These regulations are born to serve a good purpose, but the fact that we have passed the point of balance between the advantages of regulation and the costs of that regulation would probably find purposes for a myriad more of regulations, but we can’t continue to build and compound the costs to businessmen. If we continue to err on the excessive side of regulations we must ask ourselves, ‘is this in the best interest of Southern Illinois and our country?’"

According to Bennett, regulatory compliance cost business more than $50 billion in 1979. To turn even a portion of that cost back into capital, he said, "would have a tremendous economic impact."

Individual businessmen, Bennett said, must realize that "we are not an island. What happens as a whole will affect Southern Illinois even if we attempt to be independent."

After all, he noted, even the first bushel of beans from his Kentucky garden was shipped to Chicago.

---

**Reading association selects SIU professor for committee**

Diane E. DeFord, assistant professor in the Department of Curriculum and Instruction and Media, has been named to the Studen and Research Committee of the International Reading Association. The association is a nonprofit, worldwide organization devoted to the improvement of reading instruction and development of lifelong reading habits.

The committee to which DeFord was appointed is responsible for reviewing research proposals and selecting the association for publication or presentation at its annual meeting.

DeFord, 31, completed her Ph.D. at Indiana University in 1978. She is currently finishing a study of initial reading and writing skill development.

The study will be submitted to the National Council for the Teachers of English.
nursing homes in Illinois have almost twice as many violations in critical areas as the national average, despite relatively few violations recorded by state inspectors.

The report concluded that inspectors are reluctant to recommend that a home be decertified even if they find serious problems, that the department often waives inspection without proper documentation and doesn't act quickly on reports which point out serious deficiencies.

Sixty-two violations were found in 13 homes by federal investigators checking on the work of state inspectors, who had cited only four of the homes with 10 violations, the report said.

It also said:
- Inspections are scheduled not on the basis of need but on ability to complete them.
- The department produces incomplete reports.

---

**Activities**

- Running and beyond Workshop, 8 a.m. Touch of Nature
- Basic Rockcraft Workshop, 8 a.m., Touch of Nature
- Men's Basketball Camp, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Arena
- Photo Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m., Mitchell Gallery
- Photo Exhibit, 4 p.m., Faner North Gallery
- Clay Vessel Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., University Museum
- Metal Landscape Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., University Museum
- Metalsmith Exhibit, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Faner North Gallery
- Draghne Simulator Video, "The Tingler," 7 and 9 p.m., Video Lounge
- SPC Film, "The Tingler," 7 and 9 p.m., SPC Theater Under the Stars
- Student Center South Piano, 11 a.m. to 8 p.m., Ballroom A
- Muslim United Meeting, 8:30 to 10 p.m., Missouri Room
- OSD Orientation, 8 to 11:30 a.m., Kaskaskia Room
- SPC Free School Class, 3 to 5 p.m., Missouri Room
- SPC Free School Class, 7 to 9 p.m., Missouri Room
- SPC Campus Judicial Board Meeting, 6 to 8 p.m., Mackinaw Room
- Christians Unlimited Meeting, 7:30 to 9 p.m., Student Center
- Muslim Student Association Meeting, room to be announced, Activity Room A
- OSD Orientation Meeting, 7 to 8 p.m., Activity Room B

---

**Brown's Dine In Only**

**ALL YOU CAN EAT!**

**every Sunday, Monday & Tuesday**

**After 3 p.m.**

Chicken-Potato Salad

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADULTS</th>
<th>CHILDREN (under 12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.19</td>
<td>$1.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**university bookstore**

536-3321 Studenl Center

WE PAY 50% (AND IN SOME CASES MORE) FOR TITLES THAT ARE IN SALEABLE CONDITION AND ARE BEING USED FALL AND SPRING SEMESTER

WE TELL YOU EXACTLY HOW MUCH WE ARE GIVING YOU FOR EACH TITLE.

WE HAVE PROFESSIONALS ON HAND WHO CAN BUY BACK BOOKS OF VALUE BEING USED ON OTHER CAMPUSES.

CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU SELL - WE'RE PAYING THE HIGHEST PRICES WE POSSIBLY CAN! WE WANT YOU TO GET THE MOST MONEY YOU CAN FOR YOUR USED BOOKS!

NO MATTER WHERE YOU PURCHASED YOUR TEXTBOOKS YOU CAN SELL THEM BACK AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE.

---
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Scott to be sentenced Tuesday for tax fraud

CHICAGO (AP) - Attorney General William J. Scott faces a possible prison term when he enters federal court Tuesday to be sentenced on tax fraud charges.

Scott, convicted March 19 on one of five counts of filing a false federal income tax return, faces a maximum sentence of six years in prison and an $85,000 fine. He pleaded innocent to the charges and plans an appeal.

In addition, the state constitution requires that at the time of sentencing he step down as an election official, because he has been elected to four times and admirably served.

Speculation in recent weeks has revolved around the sentence to be meted out by U.S. District Judge John Powers Crowley, who presided in the trial.

A spokesman for the Internal Revenue Service said that a check of cases of people sentenced in the Northern District of Illinois this year for one count of filing false tax returns turned up no one who has received more than six months imprisonment, although one person received the maximum fine of $5,000.

One factor in sentencing may be Scott's public status as an elected public official, according to some observers. Because of his position, they say, he may well receive a stiffer sentence than he would otherwise.

However, defense attorney William A. Barnett of Chicago said he thought comparison with other convicted Illinois public officials was unfair.

You have to take note of the fact that every one of those cases involved bribery or something to do with public money," Barnett said. "You have nothing like that here in Scott's case."

School superintendent readies for fight on competency tests

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) - There could be a humdinger of a fight brewing in Illinois over minimal competency testing - bureaucratic talk for the tests designed to show whether your child learned his reading, writing and arithmetic.

New Illinois School Superintendent Donald Gill says the battle could involve politicians, minorities, bureaucrats, teachers - and eventually, you and your child.

Gill believes his influence could be a key difference in this fight before.

Gill, who takes over Illinois' public school system Aug. 1, has headed a huge movement for five years. Illinois has yet to initiate its own plan. Gill says it's time for some type of accountability here.

Gill believes minimal competency testing is an excellent instrument for accountability. Gill said in a recent interview, "It's the kind of accountability that the citizens are asking for."
TOP CASH FOR BOOKS

Don’t be confused about where to sell your books. Ask a friend and they will tell you that 710 is the store that pays TOP CASH.

We'll pay top price for your textbooks, no matter where you bought them.

“When students compare, We gain a customer.”

710 BOOKSTORE
RENT WAR
If money means anything to you
8t wide $70
10t wide $80
12t wide $125
Have deposits ready
CHUCKS RENTALS
349-3374

RENTAL CONDO:

ONE, TWO, AND THREE bedroom
homes for summer and fall.
As of July 1st.
Painting, roofing, plumbing, heating.
Any condition.

MOBILE HOMES

MOBILE HOMES TWO bedroom
mobile homes, for summer and fall.
All air-conditioned, 3 great
rooms, 2 baths.

MURDALE SINGLE & FAMILY
HOMES

2 rooms, southwest ranch.
Large rooms, 2 full baths, 2 large
outdoor patios, brick
entrances, sprinklers.

ROOMMATES

ROOMMATES NEEDED

For June.

WANTED TO RENT

WANTED: EXPERIENCED MARRIED

WANTED: EXPERIENCED MARRIED

CARPENTER returning to school
or has not rent house.

WORKING COUPLE NEEDED

Mobile Home Lots

FREE MOVE TO

Rt. 31 North

CARBONDALE, WILDWOOD Mobile Home Park. Nice clean
3 rooms, 2 baths, 16x60.

HOUSEWIVES

HOME HELP WANTED

CHILD CARE AIDE, Marion

CHEMICAL WORKERS NEEDED

FREE PERSONAL CONTACT
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Family says Agent Orange responsible in veteran's death

BALTIMORE (AP) — When his family found him, James Cook was sitting in the bathroom, a history book still open on his lap. The blood dried on his face, dried out, and was the only sign of the violent seizure that killed him.

At age 30, after a decade of excruciating pain and dependency on drugs prescribed by the Veterans Administration, James Cook, a decorated veteran of the Vietnam War — had finally died.

But VA medical records show he died the day he left Vietnam. And they say it was suicide; his family: the defaulter Agent Orange and the VA.

They are resentful about his VA treatment, bitter about his prescribed medication dose. The medical examiner determined the fatal seizure was brought on by insufficient medication.

The VA would not talk about specific aspects of Cook's March 12 death, noting the family plans to sue. One VA spokesman said, "This is a terrible and tragic case history. But it's obvious that we were trying, that we wanted to help him.

Cook lived with his sister and brother-in-law, Marie and Harold McElroy, in their Glen Burnie, Md., home. He had a basement apartment but shared in family meals and activities.

Cook loved history and read "seizures" in quotation marks. Other prescribing medicine specifically designed for control of seizures — phenobarbital, primidone and Dilantin. Since Cook saw so many doctors over so many years, the VA finds it difficult to comment on his case.

Frank Tajeid, a regional benefits officer in Baltimore, knew Cook. He said his death came as a shock.

Tajeid said Cook was often angry and impatient. "It seemed like Jim was easily turned off by a lot of people in the VA. He never talked to me about his condition or his medication that made him like that.

Robert Putnam, spokesman for the VA medicine and surgery department in Washington, said Cook's is a "tragic, terrible" story. 

"But it's apparent from his records that the VA tried everything it could to alleviate his pain," Putnam said.

But it is the contact with the VA after Cook's death that has especially incensed the family.

On the day he died, a VA doctor called to say Cook's new glasses had arrived. Cook's niece, Patricia McElroy, answered the phone: "You're six hours and 20 minutes too late. He died this morning."

The next week, the VA called again. A doctor asked the family to return a hearing aid and the nerve stimulator Cook had used to control back pain.

"Can you imagine anyone being that heartless?"

Rec Center towel rental fee up

By Sharon Rosenblum News Writer

The Recreation Center is going back to renting towels on a seasonal basis, phasing out an experimental summer policy of renting towels on a daily basis at 10 cents a day.

For fall semester, towels can still be rented daily, but the price jumps to 25 cents. The price for semester-long towel service moves from the $7 charged last spring to $8.

The experimental policy was tried for six weeks in an effort to reduce costs. Michael Dunn, Recreation Center coordinator, said, Expenses included paying a locker room staff to issue towels. During the summer, towels were issued by the equipment desk staff.

Patrons, however, apparently favor the old system. Most of the respondents to an informal survey, conducted recently at the Recreation Center, indicated they would rather pay another dollar for the semester-long service than have only daily rentals.

Also, Dunn said the staff had been concerned about locker room security since no attendants worked in the men's and women's locker rooms during the summer trial period.
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"The Good Doctor"

by Neil Simon
The biggest blow to the series came last week when the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, the official public television agency, turned down WGBH's request for $1 million. Lewis Freedman, the corporation's program director, said the agency wants to spend its money on current events issues.

"Of course we're disappointed," said a spokesperson for the CGB decision, "but we'll go ahead anyway." McGhee said, "If we have to, we may cut it down to nine or 10 of the 13 episodes we planned, but I still hope we'll be able to raise the funds for the full amount."

So far, WGBH has received $1.2 million from the National Endowment for the Humanities. Associated Television of Great Britain and Antenne Duex Television of France have agreed to produce six of the episodes at a cost of about $1.3 million. ABC-TV has agreed to turn over space on its channel for the project, which will trace the war from the communist perspective, and the American evacuation in 1975. The station already has interviewed former Ambassadors Howard Cabot Lodge and Willard Harriman as well as Gen. Maxwell D. Taylor and Gen. Edward Lansdale. Production will start in September. The series should be ready for broadcast in 1982. McGhee says even though corporations are afraid to recall Vietnam, the public seems ready to think about what happened. The success of the movie "Coming Home" and the books "Dispatches" and "Rumor of War" are proof of this. There are lots of books and movies about Vietnam, suggesting that we're not alone in thinking that there is some urgency about beginning the business of digesting that experience and some appetite on the part of the public to see how it plays out," McGhee said.

City renewal projects taking shape

By Bill Grellb
Student Writer

In 1975, ideas and plans were being drafted for downtown Carbondale's renewal, but few major projects were actually underway. Now, however, according to one city official, "the dream is becoming a reality.

Don Monty, assistant city manager for community development, cited the construction of the new Federal Building, consideration of plans for a new convention center and the upcoming new train station as important steps forward for downtown Carbondale.

Monty hopes that more people will be drawn downtown by the hotel, Federal Building and other improvements, along with the resulting creation of specialty shops, which would balance the effect of the mailing list.

The object of the work, Monty said, is to create an atmosphere which will draw in specialty shops, restaurants and offices.

"This is not going to be like urban renewal where the government goes in, clears a lot of buildings in a bunch of pretty streets, waterlines and sewers and then stands around for 30 or 30 years for someone to put something up. "Before we move, the private sector is going to have to walk in here and pile its money up on the table. We are willing to do everything we can to help them, but you've got to have a tight commitment," Monty said.

While the city has applied for federal money to clear the site for the hotel, it intends to leave the actual development to its individuals.

The issues of parking, litter and the bars on south Illinois Avenue, ones which have upset local merchants for some time, are also being dealt with, Monty said.

A new parking garage, with a capacity of 755 cars, and 360 additional spaces in the new railroad station should help to alleviate the parking problem in the city, according to Monty.

The litter, Monty said, is probably the most difficult situation to deal with.

"As long as people are going to throw trash down we're going to have to pick it up. It's a matter of education," he said. Monty said that in the past some merchants put out heavy concrete trash barrels which "looked very nice, but the barrels were soon tipped over and broken. The city now intends to replace the barrels and bolt them down.

The entire area of the "strip" is being cleaned and boundaries are being established in preparation for it being opened. Development. Sidewalks and trees are being planned for the "strip" too, but as yet, no long-range plans exist.

"We're trying to lay the groundwork right now," said Monty.

Monty said that there has actually been a lot accomplished in the past five years with city planning and negotiation and cited the Federal Building as an example of the direction in which the area is headed.
Podolski quits New England football team

By Bill Turley

Stan Podolski, the former Sabiki shot putter who was asked by the New England Patriots to try keeping the team, has quit football.

Podolski, who played college football, said a lack of knowledge of football fundamentals and the time spent away from the game led to his decision.

"I was in better shape than most of the people there," Podolski said. "They had everybody there for strength and conditioning."

"They wanted me to stay on and do more -- and I added he thought that was too difficult to do. He said he wished he had played longer so that he could have performed better.

A spokesman for the Patriots said, "Stan physically had all the ability he needed to go back into it." The spokesman said Podolski asked for a release from his contract.

Lew Hartog, Podolski's track coach at St. Luke's School, was not surprised when told of his former student's decision. "I thought he wouldn't make it," Hartog said. "I told him he had a good job waiting for him in St. Louis."

Podolski said he was going to work in public accounting in St. Louis. He had no intention about trying to play pro football.

"It was all right," he said. "But one thing he learned was that I didn't have a lot of ability for the game. They tell you that the first day." Rec Center gets two new sailboats for Campus Lake

By Bill Turley

Staff Writer

The Recreation Center has received a grant of two 12-foot Sunfish sailboats for the use of SIU students faculty, alumni, and friends.

Bill Podolski, coordinator of recreational activities, was suited up and ready to go sailing classes.

"I wish I had played in college," Podolski said.

"They are renting only the Sunfish sailboats for the use of boat docks.

"By Bill Turley Staff Writer"

MOSCOW (AP) — A Nepalese light heavyweight answering the first-round buzzer at the Olympic boxing tournament tipped out of his corner with gloves raised and knees bent.

The 128-pounder never landed a punch in his first and only Olympic bout. He was so intimidated by a glowing Nord Korean opponent that he had his face behind his gloves, bent into a crouch and docilely waited to be massacred.

The referee stopped the bout at the two-minute mark, permitting the Nepalese to escape the ring with nothing damaged but his pride.

He was the prime example of less-than-Olympian entrants at the Moscow Summer Games filling out spots in events depleted by the 36-nation boycott to protest Soviet military actions in Afghanistan.

About half the nearly 6,000 athletes from 112 nations at the Moscow Games represent Third World countries, the biggest ever contingent at an Olympics, according to the Soviet organizers.

There are stragglers in every Olympic village. Over this time, many of the runners, boxers, swimmers and cyclists from poorer countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America reportedly were pulled up and flown to Moscow at Soviet expense to replace world-class stars from the United States, West Germany, Japan and elsewhere who boycotted the Summer Games.

The substitutes may shine at the village championships back home, even do well in world competitions. Many readily admit that they came to gain experience and for the honor of representing their countries — if only to lose in the first heat.

Cuba, with two golds, a silver and a bronze medal paced the Third World in the first round of competition at Moscow. Ethiopia's tiny distance runner Miruts Yifter won gold in the 10,000 meters; and North Korea, Brazil, Mexico, Jamaica and Lebanon won seven silvers and bronze among them.

In most Olympic events, nations can enter up to five competitors, providing they meet Olympic standards set by the various international sports federations.

Countries whose athletes cannot meet the standards may still enter one competitor per event, and it's obvious in Moscow that many entrants got in on the curb-stick variety.

Take the happy-go-lucky Lebanese named Tshipayam Chariphand, who competed in the 50-kilometer walk last Monday on his 18th birthday.

He reached the stadium nearly one hour behind the pack, but stopped 80 meters short of the finish line believing he was already in.

When spectators began shouting at him to keep going, Chariphand thought they were cheering him, and heaved wildly to the crowd.

Officials finally convinced him to come down from the homestretch. But he didn't stop at the finish. When last seen he was hee-el, toe-d and going toward the stadium tunnel for another round on the course outside.

Among the contenders for medals in the Moscow Olympics, Italy's Pietro Mennea edged Allan Wells of Britain in the Olympic 200-meter dash Monday, and an East German paced the second-best long jump in history but said he never hopes to beat the record of American Bob Beamon.

Lutz Dombrowski became only the second jumper ever to clear 26 feet. His leap measured 8.54 meters (28 feet 1 1/2 inches) to easily give him the gold medal by more than a foot over his teammate, Franz Peschke.

But they said at the Mexico City Olympics in 1968 when Beamon jumped 9.00 meters (29 feet 2 1/2 inches) that he "leaped into the 21st Century." If that's true, Dombrowski made it only to 1969.

"No, I don't think Beamon's record is eternal," Dombrowski said. "No records are eternal. But I have never thought of silvers breaking it, and I don't think I will ever break it because I have simply not jumped at that level." Beamon has been in pro football, public relations and coaching since his Olympic triumph in 1968.

Dombrowski didn't know until three weeks ago that he would be able to participate in the Olympics. He had suffered a pulled muscle, and the East German Athletic Federation arranged a special meet July 5 to give him a chance to prove his health.

He responded with a jump of 8.46 meters (27 3/4 inches) third best in history, and Monday he passed the 8.52 meters (27 11/16 inches) of American Larry Myricks and became history's second best Myricks' best so far this year in 22-6.

Mennea was one of the athletes who came reluctantly to these Olympics boycotted by 36 nations in protest of Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan. He thought his Italian team should join the protest, but since it did not, he tagged along. Yet he said he has been haunted for weeks by the boycott.

Monday he zipped past Wells, the Olympic 100-meter gold medalist, in 20.19 with a strong late kick that closed a gap of 1 1/2 meters as Mennea was trying to become the eighth sprinter in the history of the Games to win both the 100 and 200, was timed in 20.21. Jamaica's Don Quarrie was third in 20.39.

The best American time so far this year is 20.26 by James Sanford.

In an interview after the race, Mennea articulated his feelings on the boycott by his nation didn't honor and the diminished competition because of the absence of so many world class athletes.

"The responsibility of being the heavy favorite at the American boycott, and the bitterness for having to compete in a crippled event have just cranked my nerves," Mennea said.

Staff Photo by John Carr

Losers filling out Olympics
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